Your data is your largest untapped asset. It’s time to connect with ImageTrend to use integrations and data analytics to create actionable intelligence and eliminate data silos.

Truly Connected Health Information

Health Information Hub™ (HIH) establishes collaborative data exchanges to facilitate patient-centric care and connect data the way you need it. HIH connects and moves the data how you need it to flow among EMS, hospitals, mobile integrated health programs, HIEs, physician’s offices and billing companies. With the Open Platform through HIH, ImageTrend Elite can connect with hospitals or transfer encounters to and from other agencies - even if they don’t have Elite!*

Connected Solutions

Connected products become solutions to solve your data challenges and create efficiency. ImageTrend delivers the solutions you need by allowing you to focus on the patient or emergency. Connect solutions to share information, and create integrations that streamline data flow and maximize data usage.

* Requires each endpoint to be certified NEMSIS version 3 compliant. Special data sharing agreements required - see ImageTrend rep for details.
Your integration needs are unique. The ImageTrend integrations team works with you to fully understand the challenge and prepare a detailed plan for a successful implementation.

**EKG Integrations**
Current integrations are in place with ZOLL, Physio Control and Philips cardiac monitors. Captured data, based on monitor manufacturer, includes:
- 12-lead analysis, defibrillation
- ETCO₂
- Heart rate
- Invasive blood pressure
- Noninvasive blood pressure
- Respiratory rate
- SPO₂

**Billing Integrations**
Billing integrations support the seamless movement of electronic data to the specified billing software. This eliminates the need for redundant data entry, as well as providing cost and time efficiencies and higher billing recovery. Are you are considering self-billing? Ask us about Billing Bridge™ and billing services to learn what efficiencies could benefit you.

**CAD Integrations**
CAD integrations benefit both fire and EMS agencies, offering accuracy and time-saving solutions our clients use and appreciate each day.

ADSi • InterAct • Motorola • Northrop Grumman • Spillman • SunGard OSSI • Tri-Tech • ZOLL • Other

**Scheduling Integrations**
Integrating scheduling data with your CAD vendor and ImageTrend solution can simplify completing run forms in the field by automatically populating the appropriate crew and various other information. ImageTrend can integrate with Aladtec and Workforce Telestaff.
Join us at our annual Connect User Conference!
Connect with industry leaders and peers nationwide. More information: ImageTrend.com/Connect